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Good MornING Asia - 22 January 2019
President Trump suggests a compromise to get his wall; UK opposition
party backs parliamentary vote that could support a second
referendum; Xi talks about "serious dangers" in the light of weaker
growth data
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Deal or no deal
President Trump suggests a compromise to get his wall; UK opposition
party backs parliamentary vote that could support a second
referendum; Xi talks about…

Step by step...inch by inch
It's painfully slow to watch, but it looks like the US President and Democratic Party may be inching
towards a deal that may end the US partial government shutdown. What has changed? The main
thing is that President Trump is now dangling a carrot of something the Democrats want, that is
fair treatment for the "Dreamers", with even the prospect of an amnesty for a big enough
concession - if recent tweets are to be believed (see below). In return, President Trump wants his
wall. These are two big asks, but on a political scale, roughly cancel each other out. This might
provide a way forward. This is politics working if it comes off. 

How outraged some of the more conservative members of the Republican party would be if this
went ahead is another question. But we aren't sure that this provides a fundamental roadblock for
any such plan, as there are likely to be sufficient moderates to back a plan to see it get through
Congress. Markets are likely to be cautious about such subjective "progress" and rightly so, but its
better than we have had for a while. 
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Labour amendment may pave way for 2nd referendum on
Brexit
Frustration with UK PM May's refusal to shift tack and propose any significant changes to the deal
that was catastrophically defeated in the commons a week or so ago, has led to the opposition
Labour Party proposing an amendment to the government motion to be discussed on 29 January.
That amendment would call for votes on the various ways to stop a no-deal Brexit. The
amendment is said to have the backing of opposition leader, Jeremy Corbyn. Corbyn has played an
agnostic role in most of the Brexit proceedings, pre and post the referendum. He would, we
suspect, rather be fighting a General Election. But if he can't have that, and he has failed to
dislodge the government in a vote of no confidence, he may now be turning his attention to the
Brexit process itself. Sterling is a little stronger. It would be a lot stronger still if voting on Jan 29th
removed the threat of a no-deal Brexit. 

Xi is worried
China's President Xi sounds worried. According to Newsagency Xinhua, the President is reported to
have said "The party is facing sharp and serious dangers of a slackness in spirit, lack of ability,
distance from the people, and being passive and corrupt,"  This comes the day that China
announced that growth was the weakest it has been in nine years. 

The commentary suggests that support measures will be ramped up further. But propping up GDP
numbers through infrastructure spending whilst private sector firms are going bust because
traditional financing isn't reaching them in sufficient quantity is unlikely to provide the stability Xi
needs. US President Trump is probably right when he says that China needs a trade deal (another
tweet overnight), but equally, the US is asking for more than Xi can realistically deliver. Difficult...
USDCNY is beginning to move higher. We suspect we haven't seen the last of this. Give it a few
weeks, we may be talking about 7.0 again. 

South Korea's GDP rises 3.1%YoY in 4Q18
Coming in considerably stronger than the consensus 2.7% expectation, Korean GDP rose 3.1%YoY
in 4Q18.  Admittedly, government consumption played quite a big role in that, rising 3.1%QoQ
(7.1%YoY). And that is unlikely to persist. But household spending also grew at a respectable
2.5%YoY rate and makes up for some very weak data on business investment (though the
quarterly data looks somewhat better than the year on year comparisons, so may offer some
hope that momentum here is building). 

A strong end to the year makes it likely that on arithmetical grounds, we will need to nudge our full
year 2019 growth forecasts higher. But this won't reflect a fundamental shift in view, merely the
way numbers work. Korea still has a tough year ahead, with global trade and technology, its two
big pillars of growth, in the doldrums.  
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ASEAN morning bytes
General market tone: Wait and watch. Investors will likely turn
defensive on Tuesday reacting to slowing China growth and the IMF
growth outlook

EM Space: Emerging markets possibly to edge lower on IMF
downgrade

General Asia:  Risk markets may turn defensive on Tuesday after initially shrugging off
slipping Chinese growth momentum as the IMF downgraded the global growth outlook for
both 2019 and 2020. Market players will also likely be watching the sustained rise in crude
oil prices with Brent up again overnight on falling US rig count and rising demand from
China. 
ASEAN:  The IMF downgraded its forecast for ASEAN GDP growth for 2019 by 0.1ppt to 5.1%
while leaving the 2020 forecast at 5.2% as it sees potential headwinds from the China
growth slowdown. 
Philippines: The Senate passed the 2019 budget late on 21 January, sending the PHP
3.75tr spending plan to a bicameral session on the 22nd as the government currently
operates on a re-enacted budget carried over from 2018. The bicameral session, however,
may be lengthy as some members of the lower house have expressed reservations about
the current spending plan. Should the budget remain unpassed, 1Q GDP numbers may take
a hit as government spending has been a recent boost to overall growth while consumption
and investments have slowed. 
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China: GDP stable but there’s weakness in
the detail
China GDP grew 6.4% year-on-year in 4Q18 and 6.6% for the full year
2018. The details show that infrastructure investment is shaping up to
be the engine…

Source: Shutterstock

Infrastructure investment is leading the economy
The 4Q18 GDP report shows stable 6.4% YoY growth and 6.6% for full-year 2018. But the details
suggest that the economy is not as solid as the GDP growth figure. 

Fixed asset investment grew 8.7% YoY in December. But this was thanks to infrastructure
investment, which rose 3.8% YoY (from 3.7% YoY), and brought growth in metal products of 15.4%
YoY (used in the production of metro lines, projects being led by local governments). 

Industrial production grew faster at 5.7% YoY in December from 5.4% YoY. However, again, when
we look at the details, we find that CAPEX-related items are shrinking, not growing. For example,
industrial robot production shrank 12.7% YoY. 

Retail sales tell a story of a cautious consumer, one that is not keen to spend on luxury items. For
example, automobile sales fell 8.5% YoY in December. 
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Infrastructure investment will be the engine of 2019

Source: ING, Bloomberg

But individuals are more cautious on spending

Source: ING, Bloomberg

2019 will be a year of uncertainty, especially for electronics
Even though there are some signs of hope stemming from the negotiations on US-China trade, we
believe that both sides will only agree on certain standard trade issues. The more important topics
in the trade talk, intellectual property and the transfer of technology, are much more difficult to
reach agreement on. And China's Vice-Premier Liu He will not be able to decide on these topics
alone. That's why we believe that by 1 March 2019, the trade talks may only have agreements on
trade but not technology.

In this case, there will be a growing number of developed economies, or even emerging economies,
trying to ban the use of China-made electronic components and goods. That will hurt the
production sector of electronics in China, and the prices of these items will fall in China. 

Producers of these electronic parts and goods will face an increased chance of closing down, and
debt default. To avoid this, the Chinese government has to allow these companies to issue bonds in
the capital market or tap banks to repay their outstanding loans to survive. Debt levels will
therefore increase. 
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"... there will be a growing number of developed economies, or
even emerging economies, trying to ban the use of China-made
electronic components and goods. That will hurt the production
sector of electronics in China, and the prices of these items will
fall in China."

2019 forecasts - depends on the progress of trade war
Our baseline forecast assumes that the trade war will continue in 2019. GDP will be 6.3% as
fiscal stimulus of CNY 4 trillion and 3 more RRR (required reserve ratio) cuts will support the
economy in terms of funding and liquidity. We expect USD/CNY reaching 7.30 by end of
2019.

But all these forecasts depend on the progress of trade talk. If China and the US can reach
an agreement not only on trade items but also on technology items, policies in China will
change. China will not need fiscal stimulus of that size, and there could be fewer RRR cuts.
Most importantly, USD/CNY need not depreciate from 2018, and could even appreciate to
6.50 as the trade environment improves. 

But for the time being, as we don't see a high chance of meaningful improvements from the
trade talk, especially on the technology topics, we are keeping our baseline forecasts.
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Philippines: 4Q GDP could slide below key
threshold
With three out of the four sources of growth seen to be challenged in
the last three months of 2018, the string of above 6% growth prints for
the…

Source: Shutterstock

5.9% ING 4Q 2018 GDP forecast
FY forecast 6.2%

Consumption: High (inflation) rates and growth don’t mix
Household consumption is the main driver of growth for the economy, accounting for roughly 67%
of total output. With inflation above target, averaging 5.9% in 4Q 2018, we can expect this major
component of growth to be challenged.  The 3Q 2018 GDP figure showed us how damaging
inflation can be to consumption growth as 6.3% inflation slowed household final consumption
growth to 5.2%, the slowest pace of growth since 3Q 2014.
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Investment: Rate hikes mean slower growth
A key component to the recent run of above 6% growth has been the resurgence of capital
formation. Capital formation or investments have averaged 15.1% in terms of growth since 2014
as the Philippines moves into a new growth story. Low borrowing costs and improved economic
prospects have both contributed to the investment boom but the recent tightening cycle by
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) appears to have changed the equation.  Already, we’ve seen
commercial bank lending, still high at 16.8% but posting the slowest pace of expansion seen since
April 2016. In a bid to get a handle on inflation, the central bank fired off successive salvos of rate
adjustments but these rate hikes can and will eventually take their toll on economic growth in the
coming months. As such, utilizing monetary policy to address supply-side inflation is still an option,
but it oftentimes comes at the price of slowing down your economy.

Base effects: Don’t levy my Chevy
Back in 4Q 2017, car dealers had to send away would-be car buyers as they simply ran out of units
to sell. This was the case when Filipinos rushed to dealerships to secure a vehicle ahead of the
impending implementation of the TRAIN law and its impact on car prices beginning January 2018.
However, with the buying spree gone, car sales in 4Q 2018 have slumped to post a 21.5%
contraction and this will have a non-negligible impact on capital formation numbers as it accounts
for 24.3% of total fixed capital. 

Net exports: Trade deficit to strike again
On the trade front, net exports, or the difference between exports and imports will likely pose a
steeper drag on overall GDP as well. For October and November, the trade gap widened by 36.1%,
yet another reason why the overall GDP print may be challenged.    

Government spending: Last man standing, government
spending to save the day?
The lone sector that appears to be accelerating is government spending with October-November
2018 numbers showing a 26.4% increase compared to the same period in 2017.  Investment in
infrastructure for November 2018 alone picked up 43.6%, which could be one source of growth to
offset the other sectors.

Summary: String of above 6% growth under threat
The Philippines has strung together 14 straight months of above 6% growth as tepid
inflation boosted an already voracious consumption machine while accommodative
borrowing costs helped foster the early beginnings of the Philippine investment cycle. 
However with inflation accelerating past target and with the BSP rattling off a string of
aggressive hikes, growth momentum will undoubtedly begin to take a hit and the slowdown
may manifest again in 4Q 2018 GDP, which is seen to expand by 5.9%.
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Article | 21 January 2019 Thailand

Thailand: Trade balance returns to
surplus in December
A large current account surplus sustains the Thai baht’s
outperformance among Asian currencies coming into 2019. However,
underlying our view of the…

Source: Shutterstock

$1.1bn Trade surplus in December

Higher than expected

Disappointing imports boost trade surplus
Thailand’s external trade balance posted a surplus of $1.1bn after two consecutive months of
deficits. This was at odds with the consensus estimate of a $1bn deficit. A sharp slowdown in
imports was responsible for the positive swing in the trade balance. Contrary to the consensus
estimate of a slowdown in the year-on-year growth to 4.9% from 14.7% in November, imports
crashed by 8.2%.

Falling crude oil prices may explain some of the import weakness, though we believe it's more than
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that. Electronics and automobile, the front-line sectors to face the brunt of the US-China trade war,
are already coming under pressure. Thailand forms a key part of the supply chains for these
sectors and the weakening of raw material imports processed for export as electronics and auto
parts appears to have gained momentum.

Exports continued to be weak with the 1.7% YoY contraction beating the consensus estimate of a
0.2% fall. Electronics were down 13.5% YoY, the steepest fall in three months, while autos
recovered to 2.8% growth from a falling streak since September.  

Electronics and automobile exports on a steady downtrend

Source: Bloomberg, CEIC, ING

Narrower current surplus, but it’s still large
The annual export growth of 6.5% in 2018 was a slowdown from 10% growth in 2017. Likewise,
import growth eased modestly to 12.7% from 14% over the same period. This produced an annual
trade surplus of ‘only’ $2.4bn, a significant drop from over $15bn in 2017.

The trade balance drives the current account. As most of the decline in the trade surplus passed
over to the current account, the latter experienced a sharp reduction in surplus over the last year
even as services income remained steady. The $29bn current surplus in the first 11 months of 2018
was $17bn lower than in the same period of 2017. We estimate the full-year 2018 current surplus
of $33bn or equivalent to 7.7% of GDP. Despite a sharp narrowing from over 11% of GDP in 2016
and 2017, the current surplus is still relatively high among Asian peers, and this represents strong
support for the currency.

After a dismal second half of 2018 performance, the THB is back to being among Asia’s top
performers thus far in 2019 with a 2.4% appreciation against the USD. If there is anything that
could displace it from this position, it’s politics, as uncertainty about the election timing is growing.
We maintain our view of the USD/THB weakening to 33 within the next 3-6 months.
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Trade balance drives current account balance

Source: Bloomberg, CEIC, ING
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